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INTRODUCTION

Asthma is one of the most prevalent chronic diseases in childhood, affecting more than 
330 million people worldwide.[1] It is characterized by airway inflammation and obstruction, and 
bronchial hyperreactivity.[1-5] It presents episodes of exacerbations, characterized by wheezing, 
dyspnea, chest tightness, and coughing. e impact of asthma on the quality of life of patients and 
their families is high, compromising daily activities.[3,4] Moreover, chronic respiratory diseases 
are related to several comorbidities such as allergic diseases, learning disorders, and behavioral 
changes, greatly affecting the quality of life of these patients.[2]

Some comorbidities contribute to poor asthma control, such as rhinitis, atopic dermatitis (AD), 
and rhinoconjunctivitis.[6] In addition, several studies have revealed that other non-respiratory 
nor allergic comorbidities, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), sleep 
disorders, migraine, and psychogenic disturbances may be more identified in patients with severe 
asthma.[6-8] ADHD is a neurobehavioral disorder characterized by inattention, hyperactivity, 
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and/or impulsivity.[8-10] ADHD symptoms can be assessed 
using the Swanson, Nolan and Pelham Teacher and Parent 
Rating Scale (SNAP) Multimodal Treatment Study (MTA) 
for ADHD questionnaire, Version IV, among others.[10] It 
is estimated that the prevalence of asthma in children with 
ADHD is 36.6%.[11] Children with asthma are almost twice 
as likely to also have ADHD when compared to children 
without asthma, but the underlying mechanisms are yet not 
well-known.[12]

Furthermore, respiratory sleep disorders (RSD) are more 
prevalent in patients diagnosed with asthma and they vary 
clinically, from snoring to obstructive sleep apnea. Effective 
treatment has a great impact on the respiratory disease 
treatment.[5] Moreover, it is now well recognized the impact 
of sleep disturbances in patients with allergic diseases. 
Urrutia-Pereira et al. evaluated sleep disorders in patients 
with asthma and/or allergic rhinitis, and major changes were 
shown when compared to the control group.[13] It is estimated 
that between 25 and 40% of children who have some disorder 
related to sleep may have social, behavioral, psychological, 
and family complications,[14] and effective treatment has a 
great impact on the respiratory disease’s treatment.[5]

Asthma is one of the main causes of insomnia in children 
and this is a condition that may clinically mimic ADHD 
symptoms.[14,15] Longitudinal studies suggest that asthma 
may precede the development of hyperactivity-impulsivity 
symptoms[16] and identifying these symptoms in patients 
with asthma should be part of routine assessment. Often 
underdiagnosed, these comorbidities are predictors of quality 
of life for these kids, leading to great school impact, and this 
association may persist into adulthood.[17]

erefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the presence 
of symptoms of ADHD, sleep disorders, and school impact in 
patients with asthma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

is is a cross-sectional study, conducted at the Pediatric 
Allergy, Immunology, and Pneumology outpatient clinic of 
the Hospital de Clínicas - Federal University of Paraná. Data 
were collected from the medical records of patients diagnosed 
with asthma, classified according to the guidelines of the 
Global Initiative for Asthma.[1] Data were also collected by 
telephone contact of the patients, when necessary. Children 
and adolescents aged between 6 and 14  years diagnosed 
with asthma, between March and May 2020 were included 
in the study. All patients and their guardians who agreed 
to participate in the study had signed the informed consent 
form. Patients with incomplete data or who did not respond 
by phone were excluded from the study.

e medical records of participants with asthma were 
reviewed and epidemiologic data such as gender, education, 

age, and the presence of previously diagnosed comorbidities 
were included in the study. A careful analysis of these medical 
records was made, guardians were interviewed by contact 
telephone, and the questionnaires were applied. ese were 
based on Vanderbilt questionnaire,[18] useful for evaluating 
possible primary symptoms of ADHD and the Swanson, 
Nolan and Pelham Teacher and Parent Rating Scale (SNAP) 
IV.[19] Sleep was assessed using the Sleep Disorders Scale 
for Children, a specific questionnaire for these patients.[20] 
Later, it was investigated about school habits, regarding the 
presence or absence of difficulty at school, type of difficulty 
(reading, writing, and/or calculating), absenteeism due to 
asthma, failures, and the influence of asthma at school.

e Vanderbilt questionnaire consists of 47 objective questions 
that address the behavior of the child regarding ADHD 
symptoms. Items are divided into Inattention (items 1–9), 
Hyperactivity and Impulsivity (items 10–18). Items 19–47 were 
not used in this work.[18]

SNAP IV consists of 18 questions that characterize the same 
symptoms presented in the last edition of the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V). In the same 
way as in Vanderbilt, symptoms of Inattention (items 1–9), 
Hyperactivity/Impulsivity (items 10–18) and Opposition and 
Defiance Disorder (items 19–26) are evaluated.[19] It is one 
of the most used instruments for measuring the severity of 
ADHD symptoms.

CSDS is a reproducible and valid instrument, easy and quick 
to apply that assesses sleep disturbances in the previous 
6  months. It is composed by 26 items, divided into six 
subscales: Maintenance and Sleep Onset Disorders (MSOD); 
RSD; Sleep-Wake Transition Disorders (SWTD); Excessive 
Daytime Sleepiness (EDS); and Sleep Hyperhidrosis (SH).[20]

Data were registered in an electronic spreadsheet (Microsoft 
Excel®). e statistical analysis of the data obtained was 
performed using Pearson’s Chi-square test, according to the 
studied variables. e program used for the analysis was 
Statistic. 10.0. A significance level of 5% was considered. e 
research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of 
the Complexo do Hospital de Clínicas - UFPR (CHC-UFPR) 
and registered under the number 33588920.0.0000.8040.

RESULTS

e sample consisted of 32 patients, of which 53% were male, 
and the median age was 9.5 (± 1.8). ere was a presence of 
at least one comorbidity in 26 patients (81.2%). e patients’ 
epidemiological profile and comorbidities are summarized 
in [Table  1]. Seventeen patients (53.1%) fulfilled criteria 
for ADHD, in which 6  (18.75%) had inattentive symptoms, 
6  patients (18.75%) with hyperactive symptoms, and 
5  patients (15.6%) presented a mixed pattern. Among the 
patients with ADHD, 15 (88.2%) presented any comorbidity, 
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in which, 12 patients presented allergic rhinitis, six patients 
with AD, two patients with cow’s milk protein allergy 
(CMPA), and one patient with rhinoconjunctivitis.

Nineteen patients (59.3%) reported school disabilities, in 
which 16  patients (50%) presented learning difficulties. 
e majority were mentioned in writing, with 15  patients 
(46.8%), followed by 12  patients (37.5%) in reading and 
6  patients (18.75%) in calculation. When asked whether 
asthma worsens the learning process of these patients, there 
was a positive response in 15  (46.8%) of them. Regarding 
school absences, 16  patients (50%) reported the need for 
school absences due to asthma. Eleven (34.3%) had a number 
greater than or equal to 10 absences in the past year. e 
prevalence of school failure was 2  patients (6.2%), one of 
them in the first grade and the other, in the fifth grade, the 
latter being with autism spectrum disorder.

Seventeen patients (53.1%) presented RSD, and 6  patients 
(18.7%) presented SH. Four patients (12.5%) with MSOD, 
1  patient (3.1%) with SWTD and no patient characterized 
with Awakening Disorder and EDS.

DISCUSSION

In this study, 53% of the children with asthma, presented 
ADHD. is value is higher than that reported in other 
studies[21] and may be related to the fact that they are children 
treated in a tertiary care hospital with diagnosis of asthma and 
with other allergic comorbidities. Based on the Conner Rating 
Scale for the diagnosis of ADHD, hyperactivity and attention 
deficit were observed respectively in 20% and 29.5% of the 
patients with AD.[22] In addition, attention deficit in children 
with asthma can be attributed to sleep disorder due to 
nocturnal asthma symptoms,[23] which has been observed in 
53% of the evaluated patients. e development of symptoms 
like ADHD may be the result of the stress of chronic illness, 
such as asthma and other comorbidities. On the other hand, 
ADHD can be an etiological factor in the development 
of asthma in children. Shared genetic factors have been 
suggested to explain the association between childhood 
asthma and ADHD symptoms.[24] is association between 
ADHD and asthma is possibly due to risk factors that both 

the pathologies share, such as obesity, family history, low birth 
weight, intrauterine growth restriction, low socioeconomic 
status, and anxiety disorders.[25] e prevalence is particularly 
higher in children with severe symptoms of asthma. Possibly, 
ADHD treatment may be being ignored due to concerns about 
side effects of medication or because symptoms are attributed 
only to asthma. A  recent systematic review described a 
significant overlap between asthma and ADHD.[26] ere is, 
also, sufficient scientific evidence that asthma is associated 
with sleep disorder and ADHD symptoms.[15,16] Furthermore, 
this association may persist into adulthood, resulting in adults 
with higher rates of unemployment and mental illness.[17,18] 
Rovira et al. found that there is a genetic correlation between 
ADHD present in childhood and persisting into adulthood.[18]

Sleep disorders are estimated to affect 25–40% of children. 
A  study by Urrutia-Pereira et al. found a significant 
association between asthma and sleep disorders, indicating 
that there is a higher prevalence of these disorders in children 
with asthma.[13] In our sample, the prevalence of sleep 
disorders among children with asthma was 25%, although 
the questionnaire for sleep assessment used by Urrutia-
Pereira et al. was different. RSD is a spectrum of abnormal 
breathing patterns that occur during sleep. Most studies 
show a high association between RSD and asthma, some even 
claim that RSD can predict the development of asthma.[5] 
According to systematic review by Sanchez et al., asthma and 
RSD can coexist because they are inflammatory conditions 
respectively of the lower and upper airways.[4] erefore, the 
RSD treatment positively impacts asthma manifestations.

Sixteen children reported school absences due to asthma, 
with 11 of them having more than 10 absences in the past 
year. In this study, the prevalence of ADHD symptoms and 
school complaints was high, reinforcing the importance of 
questioning and valuing attention and learning aspects in 
children with asthma. When considering all the evaluated 
comorbidities, adding many others not evaluated in this 
study, the school impact is clearly high.

ere are many limitations in this study, whose effects were 
tried to be minimized during its conduction. First, a small 
sample, that did not permit to stratify properly into many 
groups, to analyze statistically the contributors separately 
and determine the major influencers. Second, the patients 
were evaluated in a tertiary care hospital and were possibly 
more complex cases, and also, more possible comorbidities. 
Finally, some factors have subjective indicators, which in this 
case depended on the parents’ perception and not all factors 
could have been objectively evaluated.

CONCLUSION

e frequency of ADHD, sleep disorders, and school 
difficulties in children with asthma was greater than reported 

Table 1: Patients’ comorbidities.

Sex %

Male 56.3
Female 43.7
Comorbidities 81.2

School disability 59.3
ADHD 53.1
RSD 53.1

ADHD: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; RSD: Respiratory sleep 
disorders
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in published studies. is data suggests that a better routine 
medical evaluation, comprising these factors is necessary, to 
early identify influencers to school attendance, learning, and 
quality of life in children with asthma.
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